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1. Introduction. The theory of (left, right) complemented Banach algebras was

developed in [6]. In the present paper we restrict our attention to complemented

S*-algebras. In §3 we show that a S*-algebra is (left, right) complemented if and

only if it is dual. Since a dual F*-algebra is *-isomorphic to the ß*(oo)-sum of its

minimal closed two-sided ideals each of which is *-isomorphic to the algebra

LC(H) of all compact operators on a Hubert space //, it is thus quite natural to

focus our attention on the (left, right) complemented F*-algebras of the form

LC(H). In fact, the greater part of this paper is devoted to the study of such

algebras. In restricting our attention to LC(H) we are also able to bring to the

forefront the relationship that exists between right complementors on LC(H) and

the inner products in H which give rise to equivalent norms on H.

In §3 we also introduce the concept of a continuous right complementer/?: R-^-Rp

on a 5*-algebra A. We give the continuity ofp in terms of the minimal idempotents

in A. More precisely, let ê be the set of all selfadjoint minimal idempotents e in A

and <#p the set of all minimal idempotents/in A such that (fiA)" = (l —f)A. Let F be

the mapping of S into Sp such that P(e)A = eA, and let ê and Sv have the relative

topologies induced by the norm on A. We say that/z is continuous if the mapping F

is continuous. It follows that if p is continuous then the induced corrplementor

p¡ on every closed two-sided ideal I of A is also continuous. In fact we show that/z

is continuous if and only if every p¡Á is continuous for every minimal closed two-

sided ideal /A of A, A e A.

In §4 we show that to every inner product <•> in H giving rise to an equivalent

norm on //there corresponds in a natural way a right complementor on LC(H). In

fact if *<.> denotes the involution on LC(H) induced by '<•>, then /?->(/?,)*<•>

is a right complementor on LC(H), where R, denotes the left annihilator of the

closed right ideal R of LC(H). It follows (§6) that if the dimension of H is at least

three then all such complementors on LC(H) are continuous, and in fact these are

the only ones.

In §5 we define a mapping F of H onto itself corresponding to a given right

complementor p on LC(H). T is obtained by means of the mapping F and is such

that, if we write eeS in the form e = x ® x with xeH and ||jc|| = 1, then P(e)

= (x <S> Tx)/(x, Tx). To obtain F we require that the dimension of H he at least

three. In §6 we show that/z is continuous if and only if Fis linear. It turns out that

if F is linear then it is a bounded positive operator with bounded inverse.
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We observe that every right complementor p. R-^ Rv on LC(H) induces a

complementor S -> S' on the closed subspaces S of H in the sense of Theorem 1 in

[3] (see §3). It is shown in [3] that if H is infinite dimensional then every comple-

mentor S-> S' on the closed subspaces S of H defines an inner product in H

which gives rise to an equivalent norm on H and with respect to which S and S' are

orthogonal complements of each other. However, if F is finite dimensional this is

not true in general, as is shown by examples in [3]. We show that if the dimension

of H is at least three then, in order that S-> S' define an inner product in H which

gives rise to an equivalent norm on H and with respect to which S and 5" are

orthogonal complements of each other, it is necessary and sufficient that S -> 5" be

induced by a continuous right complementor on LC(H).

In §7 we return to the general complemented F*-algebra A. We show that if A

has no minimal left ideals of dimension less than three, then P is uniformly con-

tinuous if and only if there exists an involution *' on A such that R" = (R,)*', for

every closed right ideal F of A (Theorem 7.4).

We should like to thank Professor F. F. Bonsall for his general comments and

advice. Some of the results appearing here come from the Ph.D. research of the

first named author who has been working under his supervision. Theorem 3.6 was

originally proved by one of the authors without the use of Theorem 3.5. We are

grateful to Professor Bonsall for noticing that it is a simple consequence of this

more general result. Corollaries 3.2-3.4, Theorems 3.5 and 5.2 as well as their

proofs are due to him. We also wish to thank the referee for his many comments

and for the suggestions which contributed to the shortening of the proofs of

Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 6.2.

2. Preliminaries. Let A be a complex Banach algebra and let Lr be the set of all

closed right ideals of A. Following [6] we shall say that A is a right complemented

Banach algebra if there exists a mapping /?: R -> R" of Lr into itself having the

following properties:

(Cx) FnF" = (0),(FeFr);

(C2) R + R* = A,(ReLr);

(C3) (R")p = R,(ReLr);

(C4) if Rx = R2, then Fg c Rp, (Rl} R2 e Fr).

The mapping /? is called a right complementor on A. Analogously we define a

left complemented Banach algebra and a left complementor. Thus a complex Banach

algebra is left (right) complemented if and only if it has a left (right) complementor

defined on it.

It is easy to see that property (C3) may be replaced by one of the following:

(Q (FT = F,(F6Fr).
(Câ) (R>y<=R, (ReLr).

In fact, since F © R" = A and (Rp)p ®RP = A, either (RP)"^R or (Rpy<=R gives

(Rpy = R.
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A Banach algebra with an involution x -> x* such that \\x*x\\ = \\x\\2 is called a

F*-algebra. If A is a F*-algebra it is clear that there is a one-to-one correspondence

between left complementors and right complementors on A. Thus it suffices in this

case to limit our attention to right complemented ß*-algebras and, unless mentioned

otherwise, a complementor on a F*-algebra will always mean a right comple-

mentor.

An idempotent e in a Banach algebra A is said to be minimal if eAe is a division

algebra. In case A is semisimple this is equivalent to saying that Ae (eA) is a minimal

left (right) ideal of A. If S is any subset of a Banach algebra A, Si (Sr) will denote

the left (right) annihilator of S in A. A is dual if and only if for every closed right

ideal R and every closed left ideal J of A we have Rlr = R and Jrl =J.

Let {F : A g A} be a family of left (right) ideals IK in an algebra A. As usual

2a h w'll denote the sum of the ideals /A, i.e., 2a h is the set of all elements of A

of the form .vAl + xÁ2 + ■ ■ -+xAn, with xAf e Lt, i= 1, 2,..., «. 2a /a is a left (right)

ideal of /F If S is a subset of a topological space X, cl (S) will denote the closure

of 5 in X.

We will write C for the field of complex numbers and a, ß,... for the elements

ofC.

Before continuing with other concepts and definitions we first state a lemma

which will be useful to us in future.

Lemma 2.1. If A is a Banach algebra with a right complementor p and{Rh : A e A}

is a family of closed right ideals of A, then

(0 T=cl(? 4

Proof. Since, for each A e A, R%=>(~)h Rl, we have (C\xRl)v=>RÁ and hence

(Ha FaT =>2a Rk- Thus (Ha FaT^cI (2a *a). But cl (2a R^R* for each A 6 A.

Hence (cl (2a Rx)Y^C\x Rl and consequently cl (2a Fa)^(Ha R$f. Therefore

(Ha FaT = c1 (2a Fa) and the proof is complete.

Let H be a Hubert space with inner product ( • ). If x and y are elements of H,

then x ® v will denote the operator on H defined by the relation (x (g) y)(h)

= (h,y)x for all h in //. For any xeH, [x] will stand for the linear subspace

spanned by x. If Fis a linear operator acting in H, T(H) will denote the range of F,

i.e., T(H) = {y e H : y = Tx for some xe //}. If <•> is an inner product in //which

defines an equivalent norm on H, we shall say that <•> is an equivalent inner

product in H. It is well known that an inner product < • > in a complex Hubert space

//defines an equivalent norm on H if and only if there exists a positive continuous

linear operator F on H with continuous inverse such that <x, y) = (x, Ty) for all

x,yeH. All our Hubert spaces are over the complex field C.

Let L(H) be the algebra of all continuous linear operators on H into itself with

the usual operator norm, and let < • > be an equivalent inner product in H. Then

every TeL(H) is continuous with respect to the topology given by the norm
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¡XI<.> = <*, x}112 and the corresponding operator bound ||r||<.> is equivalent to the

given operator bound. Let *<.> denote the operation of taking the adjoint in L(H)

with respect to <•>. Then *<.> defines an involution in L(H) and L(H) is a B*-

algebra under the norm ||F||<.> and the involution T-^T*<>. Let LC(H) be the

subalgebra of L(H) consisting of all compact operators on H. Then LC(H) is also a

ß*-algebra under the norm ||T"||<.> and the involution F-> F*<•>. We will denote

orthogonality in H with respect to <•> by J_<-> ar>d, for any subset S1 of H, Sx<>

= {h €//:<«, «0>=0 for all «0 e S}. We shall often write _J_ for J_(0 and * for

*(.). If S is any subset of L(H), S*<-> ={F*<> : TeS}.

Let {AÁ : A e A} be a family of Banach algebras AK, and let (2 AA)0 be the set of

all functions / defined on A such that/(A) g Ak for each A g A and such that, for

arbitrary o0, the set {A : ||/(A)|| ^e} is finite (see [4, p. 106]). It is easy to see that

(2 Ah)0 is closed under the usual operations of addition, multiplication and

multiplication by scalars for functions: (/+g)(A)=/(A) + g(A), (fg)(X) =/(A)g(A)

and (o/)(A) = a/(A) for all / g e (2 A¿)0, AgA and a g C. (2 A)o is a Banach

algebra under the norm ||/|| =supA ||/(A)||. If each AK is a F*-algebra, then (2 ^a)o

is also a F*-algebra under the above norm ||/|| and the involution/-;-/* given by

(/*)(À)=/(A)**« where *A is the involution on <4A; we call (2 A?,)0 the /3*(oo)-sum

of Ak.

3. Complementers and duality in F*-algebras.

Lemma 3.1. Let A be a Banach algebra and R a modular closed right ideal of A.

Suppose there exists a closed right ideal R' of A such that RC\ R' = (0) and R + R! = A.

Then there exists a unique idempotent j such that jA = R' and (1 —j)A = R.

Proof. The existence of an idempotent j with the required properties is an

immediate consequence of Lemma 2 in [6]. We show that./ is unique. Suppose there

is an idempotent k with kA = R' and (1 — k)A = R. Then k e R¡ = Aj and so k = kj.

But (I-k)A = R and k,jeR'. Hence kj-je R n F' = (0) and so kj=j. Therefore

k=kj=j.

Corollary 3.2. If R is a modular closed right ideal in a Banach algebra A for

which there exists a closed right ideal R' such that F n F' = (0) and R + R' = A, then

the left annihilator of R is nonzero.

Proof. We have R, = Aj^(0) in the notation of Lemma 3.1.

Corollary 3.3. If A is a right complemented Banach algebra with a comple-

mentor p, then for each modular closed right ideal M of A there exists a unique

idempotent with the property that M = (l -e)A and Mp = eA.

Corollary 3.4. If A is a B*-algebra with a complementor p, then for every

maximal closed right ideal M of A there exists a unique minimal idempotent e such

that M"=eA and M=(l -e)A.
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Proof. By Theorem (2.9.5) (iii) in [2], M is a modular right ideal and so, by

Lemma 3.1, there exists a unique idempotent e such that M=(l —e)A and Mp = eA.

Since M" is a minimal right ideal, e is a minimal idempotent.

Theorem 3.5. Let A be a B*-algebra with the property that for every maximal

closed right ideal M there exists a closed right ideal M' such that M n M' = (0) and

M + M' = A. Then A is dual.

Proof. Let F be a proper closed right ideal of A. Then, by Theorem (2.9.5) (iii)

in [2], R is equal to the intersection of all the maximal modular right ideals which

contain it. In particular, R is contained in a closed modular right ideal and so, by

Corollary 3.2, R,?=(0). Using the involution it is easily seen that every proper

closed left ideal of A has a nonzero right annihilator. Thus A is an annihilator

algebra and Corollary (4.10.26) in [4] completes the proof.

Theorem 3.6. A B*-algebra A is (left, right) complemented if and only if it is

dual.

Proof. Suppose A is dual. Let R be any proper closed right ideal of A and let

R»=(R,)*. Then Rp is a closed right ideal of A. By Theorem 3 in [1] and the

argument on p. 652 in [6], p is a complementor on A. The converse follows from

Theorem 3.5.

Definition 3.7. Let A be a /?*-algebra with a complementor p. Let i denote the

set of all selfadjoint minimal idempotents e (i.e., e* = e) and Sv the set of all

minimal idempotents/in A such that (fA)" = (l —f)A. The elements of i and Sp

are called projections and /z-projections respectively. For any e e S let P(e) be the

unique element of Sp such that P(e)A = eA. We call F the /z-derived mapping of ê

into é„. The complementor p is said to be continuous if F is continuous in the

relative topologies of ê and Sp induced by the given norm on A.

Remark. Since, by Lemma (4.10.1) in [4], every minimal right ideal of A is of the

form eA with unique e e S, it follows that F maps S onto <SP. We shall show later on

that if F is continuous, then it actually defines a homeomorphism between ê

and êp.

Theorem 3.8. Let A be a B*-algebra with a complementor p, and let I be a closed

two-sided ideal of A. Thenp induces a complementor p, on the B*-algebra I. Moreover,

if p is continuous then so is p¡.

Proof. That / is a F*-algebra follows from Theorem (4.9.2) in [4], Since A is

semisimple, ^r = (0) and so, by Lemma 1 in [6], It = IT = Ip. Let F be a closed right

ideal of /. We have RA c= R(I+1,) = RI<^R which shows that R is also a closed right

ideal of A. Hence for any closed right ideal R of I let RP' = RP n /. Then Rp' is a

closed right ideal of/and it is straightforward to verify that the mapping p¡ : R^-Rp¡

satisfies (Ci), (C2), (Cá) and (C4), and therefore is a complementor on /.

Let Sl and ilv be respectively the sets of projections and /z;-projections in /, and

let P, be the p,-derived mapping of S'1 onto Sv. Since minimal right ideals of / are
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also minimal right ideals of A, it follows that an idempotent e in / is minimal in /

if and only if it is minimal in A. It is now easy to verify that Sl = ê n I,$'p = $pCx I

and P¡=P | $', where F | <S' is the restriction of F to S1. Hence, if F is continuous,

then so is P,, and the proof is complete.

Theorem 3.9. Let A be a B*-algebra with a complementor p, and let {/A : A g A}

be the family of all minimal closed two-sided ideals of A. Let p^ be the complementor

on L induced by p. Then the following statements are true:

(a) A is isometrically *-isomorphic to (2 F)o-

(b) Each L " isometrically *-isomorphic to LC(Hx)for some Hubert space Hh.

(c) p is continuous if and only if each ph is continuous.

Proof, (a) By Theorem 3.6, A is dual and hence, by Theorem (4.10.14) in [4],

A is isometrically *-isomorphic to (2 FV

(b) Since F is complemented, it is dual and, since it is simple, by Corollary

(4.10.20) in [4], it is isometrically *-isomorphic to FC(/YA) for some Hubert space

H,.

(c) Since A is isometrically *-isomorphic to (2 Do, it follows that if ex e ê1*

and e2 eS'*, p. + v, then \ex—ea||^l. Similarly if fx eê\,» and f2 e êp*, ic + v, then

IIA ~/a || £ 1> Since every e e S belongs to some /„, S = \JK <?'* ; similarly Sp = \JX ê'p\

It is straightforward now to verify that each tf'/ is open and closed in S; similarly

each ê'pK is open and closed in Sp. Thus S and Sp are disjoint unions of open (and

closed) sets $'*■ and S'J respectively. But, by the proof of Theorem 3.8, P¡K = P \ £'h

with range in ê1*, hence p is continuous if and only if pK is continuous. This com-

pletes the proof.

Theorem 3.9 thus enables us to restrict our attention to the complemented

F*-algebras of the form LC(H). §§4-6 are devoted to the study of this class of

F*-algebras.

4. Complementare on LC(H). Throughout this section, H will denote a fixed

complex Hubert space with inner product ( , ), and A the algebra LC(H).

Notation. For every closed subspace S of H let J(S) = {a e A, a(H)<=S}. For

every closed right ideal F of A let £f(R) be the smallest closed subspace of H that

contains the range a(H) of each operator a in F.

Lemma 4.1. For every closed right ideal R of A, R= J(Sr°(R)); and for every

closed subspace S of H, ß(S) is a closed right ideal and S=-9'(f(S)).

Proof. By the duality of A and Lemma (2.8.24) in [4], R = /(£f(R)). Let S be a

closed subspace of H. Then f(S) is a closed right ideal of A ; in fact, let F be the

orthogonal projection on S, Te cl (J(S)) and {Tn} a sequence in ß(S) converging

to F. Since ETn = Tn for all n, we obtain T=ET, which shows that T(H)<=S and

hence T e ß(S). Thus f(S) is a closed right ideal of A and so f(S) = f(^(/(S))).
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It is clear that £f(f(S))<^S. Now if meS, then m ®me f(S) and there-

fore m e y(f(S)). Hence S<=^(/(S)) and so £f(f(S)) = S.

Remark. Lemma 4.1 shows that R -> SP(R) defines a one-to-one correspondence

between the closed right ideals of LC(H) and the closed subspaces of //. Moreover

if p is a complementor on LC(H), S -> S' = y((f(S))p) defines a complementor on

the closed subspaces S of H in the sense of Theorem 1 in [3]. We shall say S -> S' is

the complementor on the closed subspaces of H induced by the complementor p

on LC(H). Conversely every complementor S -*■ S' on the closed subspaces S of H

induces a complementor p on LC(H) given by the relation Rp= ß(iP(R)') for every

closed right ideal R of LC(H).

We now show that the inner product in H defines a complementor on A in a

natural way.

Theorem 4.2. Let R be a closed right ideal of A, ¿P(R)X the orthogonal comple-

ment of SP(R) and Rp= ß(iP(R)L). Then the mapping p: R^ Rp ofLr into itself is a

complementor on A; RP = (R¡)*.

Proof. If we show that R" = (Rl)*, then from the proof of Theorem 3.6 it will

follow that/z is a complementor on A. Now for every element a e A let N(a) denote

the null-space of a. We have cl (a(H)) = N(a*)\ Since Rt = {aeA : N(d)=>£f(R)},

(R,)* ={aeA: a(H) <= S(R)L} = Rp,

which completes the proof.

Writing J_ as _|_(., and/z as/z(.,, Theorem 4.2 can be rephrased for any equivalent

inner product. This gives us the following corollary:

Corollary 4.3. //"<•> is any equivalent inner product in H and Rp<> the closed

right ideal €f(¿P(R)1<>), thenp<.> is a complementor on A and R"<> =(F,)*<>.

Corollary 4.4. If e is ap^-projection, then e*< >=e.

Proof. Let R = eA. Then

R'<-> = (l-e)A = ((eA)t)*<-> = (A(l-e))*<> = (l-e)*<>A

and consequently e(l —e*< >)A=(0). Since Ais semisimple, e(l —e*<>) = 0 so that

e = ee*<■> and, applying the involution •<•>, we see that e*<>=ee*<>. Hence

e*<>=e and the proof is complete.

We shall show in §6 that if the dimension of H is at least three then the comple-

mentor given in Corollary 4.3 is continuous, and that every continuous comple-

mentor on A is of this form.

In what follows we assume that there is given a complementor p : R ->■ Rp on A.

Lemma 4.5. Let ex, e2,...,en be minimal idempotents in A. Then

(i) [et(H)] = (l-ei)(H),(i=l,2,...,n).
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(ii) 5"(cl (2?=! M))=2T-i elH) and

/(1lie,(Ä))=d(«?iM)'

("O ̂ (flf-i (l-eiV)-nr-i (!-*,)(#) and

/(ñ(i-*i)tfo) = ñ(i-^.
\i=l /     i = l

Proof, (i) Since (e* «j, (e-l)h2) = 0 for all «j, «2 g //, [<?f(//)]X=>(1 -ed(H). As

e¡ is one-dimensional, (1 — e{)(H) is a maximal closed subspace of //, (i) follows,

(ii) Clearly the range of 2"=i e¡A is contained in 2"=i e¡(H) and so

sr{d. (2 m)) c cl (J *«(")) = I^W-

But the irreducibility of A implies that

y(cl (2 e^ ^ et(H)       (7= 1,2,...,«).

Hence ^(cl (2fn=i ^)) = 2?=i ei(H). The second part of (ii) follows now from

Lemma 4.1.

(iii) Again, by the irreducibility of A, 6r"((l —et)A) = (l — ei)(H). Hence

y(f) Q-eùA = ñ n(l-edA) = f)(l-ei)(H).

The second part of (iii) is now a consequence of Lemma 4.1.

5. The representing operator for a complementor on LC(H). Throughout this

section we use the notation of §4. p is a given complementor on A. Furthermore we

assume that the dimension of H is at least three.

Lemma 5.1. For any nonzero x in H there exist unique elements y,z e H such that

x (8> y, z ® x are p-projections. If xx ® yu x2 ® y2 are p-projections, then (xx,y2)

= 0 if and only if (x2, yx) = 0.

Proof, /([x]) and (J([xY)Y are minimal right ideals of A. By Corollary 3.4,

there are unique minimal /?-projections ex, e2 such that ex e #([x]) and

e2e(/([x]1))p. Clearly ex = x ®y for some y e H. Also (1 -e2)A =/([x]1) and

hence, by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.5, e$(H) = [x]; thus e2 = z ®x for some zeH.

Because of the uniqueness of ex and e2, y and z are unique. Now write e¡ for xt ® yt

and Fj for etA (i= 1, 2). Then

(je,, y¡) == 0 o (y¡, Xi)(h, x,) = 0   for all h e H o efef(H) = 0

o e¡* g (efA)l = A(l -ef) oete (1 — e¡)A

o etA c (1 -e,)A oi,c Rj.

(Ci) now completes the proof.
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Notation. In the rest of the paper, for any nonzero xeH, ex will denote the

unique /z-projection in the minimal right ideal f([x\) and fix the orthogonal

projection (x ® x)/(x, x) ; ex = x <g> y for some nonzero y e H.

Theorem 5.2. Let ea = xa (£) yabe a set ofp-projections of A. Then the set {xa} is

linearly independent if and only if the set {ya} is linearly independent.

Proof. Let {xx, x2,..., x„_i} be any finite subset of {xa} and {yx,y2,...,y„-i}

be the subset consisting of the corresponding elements of {ya}. Let X be the linear

hull of {*i,.. .,*n-i} and Y the linear hull of {yx,..., vn-i}- Let xn=x+u,

yn=y + v, where xe X, ye Y, u J_ X and v _|_ Y. We show that u = 0 if and only if

v=0. Suppose Uy^O. Then, by Lemma 5.1, there is a /z-projection of the form

w ® u. Then (u, xn) = (u, w)^0, and (u, x¡) = 0 for /= 1,2,..., n — 1 ; hence, by

Lemma 5.1, (w, vJ^O and (w,y¡) = 0 for z'=l, 2,..., «-1. Therefore v^O.

Similarly, if zz^O there is a /z-projection of the form v ® z and using this we can

show that u=£0.

Theorem 5.3. There exists a semilinear mapping Tof H onto itself such that, for

all nonzero x in H, ex = (x (g) Tx)/(x, Tx).

Proof. Let [x] be any one-dimensional subspace of H and let ex=x Cgi y be the

unique /z-projection in ¿/([x]). Consider the mapping A : [x] -*■ [y] of one-di-

mensional subspaces of H. Then A is a one-to-one mapping of the set of all one-

dimensional subspaces of H into itself. Also A is onto ; for, if y is any nonzero

element of H, by Lemma 5.1, there is an x e H such that ^M = [v]. Since, by

Theorem 5.2, A preserves linear independence and the dimension of //^3, the

Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry gives a transformation Tof H onto

itself which is additive, [v] = [Fx] and T(ah) = a'T(h) for all aeC, heH, where

a -> a' is an automorphism of C; that is, F is semilinear.

Now for any nonzero x e H we have ex = X(x ® Tx) for some A e C. Since ex is

an idempotent, X=l/(x, Tx) (and hence (x, Fx)#0). Thus for all nonzero xeH

we have ex=(x ® Tx)/(x, Tx), and the proof is complete.

Since a scalar multiple of F has all the properties of F, we can normalize F so that,

for some fixed nonzero x0 in //and eXo = x0 (g) y0, we have Tx0=y0, and hence that

(*o, TXo)=l. With these observations in mind, we make the following definition:

Definition 5.4. A semilinear mapping Tof H onto itself is called a ^-represent-

ing operator provided it has the following properties:

(i) ex = (x (g> Tx)/(x, Tx) for all nonzero xeH;

(ii) (x0, Tx0) = 1 for some nonzero x0 e H.

6. Continuous complementors on LC(H). The notation used in this section is

the same as that of §5. As before we assume that the dimension of H is at least

three, p is a complementor on A, T a /z-representing operator on H and x0 an

element of H such that (x0, Tx0)=l.
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Lemma 6.1. If T is linear then it is a positive bounded hermitian operator with

hounded inverse.

Proof. Suppose Fis linear. We break the proof up into several parts:

(i) (xu Tx2) = 0 if and only if(x2, Txx) = 0 (xx, x2 e H).

This is immediate if either xx or x2 is zero, so assume that both xx and x2 are

nonzero. Let yt be the element of H such that eXi = Xi ®y, (i=l,2). Since eXt

= A¡(x¡ 0 Fx,), Aj^O andyi = aiTxi with the scalars arfO, we see that

(*,, Tx,) = 0 o (xt, y,) = 0       (i,j =1,2).

But, by Lemma 5.1, (xx, y2)=0 <:>(x2,yx) = 0. Hence (i) is established.

(ii) (xx, Tx2) = (x2, Txx)   (xx, x2 e H).

This is clear if either (xx, Tx2) = 0 or (x2, Txx) = 0 for then both terms are zero by

(i). Hence assume that both terms are different from zero. (Notice that if x#0

then (x, Fx)#0 by the proof of Theorem 5.3.) Then there exist nonzero scalars

ai, a2 such that

(1) cii(xi, Txx) + (xx, Tx2) = 0,       a2(x2, Tx2) + (xx, Tx2) = 0.

Applying (i) to (1), using the linearity of F and taking complex conjugates we

obtain

(2) «ifo, Txx) + (x2, Txx) = 0,       a2(x2, Tx2) + (x2, Txx) = 0.

From (1) we obtain

otiCxi, Txx) = a2(x2, Tx2)

and from (2)

ax(xx, Txx) = cc2(x2, Tx2).

As (x¡, Txt)=í0 for i= 1, 2, it follows that

(xx, Txi) _ (x2, Tx2)

(xi, Txx)      (x2, Tx2)

Since (x0, Fx0) = 1 (hence real), we see that (x, Tx) is real for all x e H for which

(x0, Fx)#0. Now, if (x0, Fx) = 0, then (x0, F(xo + x))/0 which implies that

(x0+x, T(x0+x)) is real. Therefore (x,Tx) = (x0+x,T(x0 + x)) — l is real for all

x e H, and hence from the first equations of (1) and (2) we obtain (ii). (Cf [3, p. 730].)

(iii) (x, Tx)>0for all nonzero xe H.

Suppose there is an x e H such that (x, Tx) < 0, and consider the equation

0 = (fx+r,x0, T($x+Vx0)) = e(x, Tx) + 2{v Re (x0, Tx) + yf(x0, Tx0)

in real variables £, -n. It follows that this equation has real roots f0^0 and tj0^0.

Therefore x= — r¡Qx0/^0 and so 1 =(x0, Tx0) = r¡2(x, Fx)/fg< 0, a contradiction.

To complete the proof we observe that, since Fis linear, defined everywhere on H

and, by (ii), is also hermitian, it is therefore bounded (by Théorème in [5, p. 293]).
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Moreover, F is one-to-one and onto //. Hence F_1 exists and is bounded; F"1 is

also hermitian.

Lemma 6.2. If p is continuous, then T is linear.

Proof. Suppose p is continuous. We show first that a ->- a is continuous. For

nonzero elements x, x' e H, we have

\\f,-f\\   =    SUD   M iX''h)X'     {X'h)X\\

Since the mappings x -» (x, «), for « fixed, and x -> (x, x) of H into C are continu-

ous, it follows that the mapping x ->fx of H into <? is continuous with respect to the

norm topology in H and the induced topology in €. Also,/»: ->■ ex=P(fx) is con-

tinuous since F is continuous. Hence the mapping x -* ex is continuous.

Now let x be a fixed nonzero element of H and let v = Fx. Let x' be any nonzero

element of [Fv]1 and let / = Fx'. Since (x', F(Fx))=0, Lemma 5.1 implies that

(Tx, y')=0. Let ea = ex+ax,. Since x-+ex is continuous, it is easy to verify that

a-+ea is continuous. By Lemma 4.5 (i) we have (y + a'y') J_ (l-ea)(H) for all

a e C and so

(1) (y+a'y', h-eah) = 0       (heH,aeC).

We solve (1) for a' and obtain

a, _ (y,h-eah)

(y',h-eji)

whenever (/, h — eah)^0. Then, since a -^ ea is continuous, it follows that a -s> a

is continuous at any point a0 where (y', h — eaoh)^=0. Since it is sufficient to prove

continuity at aQ = 0, take h=y' and obtain

(/, y'-e0v') = (/,/)-(/, (/, Tx)x) = (/,/) ¿ 0.

Hence ct ->■ a' is continuous. Since the only continuous automorphisms of the com-

plex field C are the identity and the conjugacy we need only show that <*' = <* is

impossible. So suppose a =ä and let x' be any nonzero element of X=[x0]1. Then

clearly the equation

(x0 + ax', y0 + clTx') = 0

has a solution «0#0. But this is a contradiction since

(x0 + a0x',y0 + â0Tx') = (x0 + cí0x', F(x0 + a0x')) + 0

for all x' e X and all aeC. (See proof of Theorem 5.3.)

Lemma 6.3. IfiT is linear, then p is continuous.

Proof. Suppose Fis linear. Then, by Lemma 6.1, Fis a positive bounded her-

mitian operator with bounded inverse F"1. Let

Kx = inf{(x, Tx) : ||x|| = 1}   and   K2 = sup {(x, Tx) : ||x|| = 1}.

Wehave0<A:1gA:2, |F||=.rï2 and ¡T-^Kï1.
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We recall that every element of ê is of the form x ® x with ||x|| = 1 and every

element of €v is of the form (x <g> Fx)/(x, Tx) with x^O (in fact we may assume

M = 1). Let x,x'eH with ||x|| = ||x'|| = 1. Then

(1)

Fx   x' <g> Tx' I

(x, Fx)     (x\ Fx')
= sup

<

(x, Tx)   (x', Tx')

X <g> x    x' ® x'

X-,(Th) he Hand \\h\\ = 1

|(x,Fx)   (x',Tx')

Let <x, y} = (x, Ty) for all x, ye H. Then clearly < • > is an inner product in H

giving rise to an equivalent norm on H. Hence if ||    ||<.> denotes the operator

bound with respect to <■>, then ||    ||<.> is equivalent to the given operator bound

||. This means that there exist nonzero positive constants K'x, K2 such that

Fi|a|| ^ Mo úKkM       (aeL(H)).

Consider now the operators x (g) x and x' (g) x'. Then, writing « ®' k for the

operator h ®' k(h') = <[h', k)h, «' e H, we have

||x <g>' x||<.> = <x, x> = (x, Tx),       ||x <g>' x|| = <x', x'> - (x', Tx')

and so

|(x, Fx)-(x', Fx')| g ||x <g>' x-x' ®' x'H Ú K'2\\x <g> Fx-x' <g> Fx'||

^ F2||F|| ||x <g)x-x' ®x'||.

Therefore (x, Fx) is a continuous function of x ® x. Since 0<F1||x|| ^(x,Fx)

^ F2||x|| for all xeH, [(x, Tx)]'1 is a continuous function of x <g) x for all nonzero

x <8> x ; in particular [(x, Fx)] "1 is continuous on the set of x <g> x with || x (g> x || = 1.

From inequalities (1) it follows now that the mapping x <g> x -> (x <g> Fx)/(x, Fx)

of (f into ^p is continuous. But F(x (g) x) = (x ® Fx)/(x, Fx). Hence F is continuous

and therefore p is continuous.

We summarize the above results for p and F in the following theorem :

Theorem 6.4. The following statements are equivalent:

(i) /? £s continuous.

(ii) F«e automorphism a -> a' w continuous and a = a' far all a e C.

(iii) F is a continuous positive linear operator with continuous inverse.

Proof, (i) => (ii). This is immediate from the proof of Lemma 6.2.

(ii) => (iii). This is Lemma 6.1.

(iii) => (i). This is Lemma 6.3.

Corollary 6.5. If p is continuous, then the bilinear hermitian form <x, y}

= (x, Ty) defines an equivalent inner product in H with respect to which every p-

projection ex is selfadjoint.
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Proof. Suppose p is continuous. Then, by Theorem 6.4, <x, y> = (x, Ty) defines

an equivalent inner product on H. It is straightforward to verify that

<(x <g Fx)(«i), «2> = <«i, (x ® Fx)(/z2)>

for all «!, «2 e //, i.e., x (g Fx is self-adjoint with respect to <•>. Since (x, Tx) is

real, it follows that ex is also selfadjoint with respect to <•>.

Corollary 6.6. If the p-derived mapping P is continuous then it is uniformly

continuous.

Proof. Suppose F is continuous. Then p is continuous and so, by Theorem 6.4,

for every x, x' e H, we have

||x <g> Tx-x' <g Fx'H S Ix (g) x-x' (g x'll ||F||,

which shows that x <g x -> x ® Fx is uniformly continuous. Moreover, since

|(x, Tx) — (x', Tx')\ S A"2||F|| ||x (g x—x' (g x'||,

x (g x -> (x, Fx) is also uniformly continuous (see proof of Lemma 6.3). But

0 < ¡7-1!-1 S (x, Fx) ^ ||F||

for all x 6 //with ||x|| = 1. Hence x ®x-> l/(x, Fx) is uniformly continuous for all

x with ||x|| = 1. Since F(x 0 x) = (x (g Fx)/(x, Fx) for all x with ||x| = 1, it follows

that F is uniformly continuous.

Corollary 6.7. If the p-derived mapping P is continuous, then it defines a

homeomorphism between S and êp.

Proof. Suppose P is continuous. It is clear that F is one-to-one and onto (see

Remark following Lemma 4.1). Let P'1 be the inverse mapping of P. Since p is

continuous, by Theorem 6.4, <x, y> = (x, Ty) is an equivalent inner product

in H. Then, with respect to <•>, every fie Sp is of the form/=x <g' x/<x, x> and

every e e S is of the form e = (x <g' F_1x)/<x, F_1x>, where « (g' k is the operator

on H given by (« <g' &)(«') = <«', A:>/z for all «' e H. In particular

F-1(/) = (x<g'F"1x)/<x,F-1x>.

Hence, by the proof of Lemma 6.3, F "1 is continuous. From the proof of Corollary

6.6 we see that F"1 is also uniformly continuous.

Theorem 6.8. If H is infinite dimensional, then every complementor p on A

(=LC(H)) is continuous.

Proof. Suppose H is infinite dimensional and let F be a /z-representing operator

on H. We show that F maps closed maximal subspaces onto closed maximal

subspaces of H. In fact, let X' be a maximal closed subspace of H and Y' its image

under T. As Fis a semilinear operator Y' is a linear subspace of H. If Y' is not of
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codimension one, then there are linearly independent elements yx, y2, both or-

thogonal to Y'. Let xx = T'1yx, x2 = T'1y2. Then xx, x2 are linearly independent.

(In fact F(a1x1 + oí2x2) = aíFx1 + a2Fx2 = ctí.)>1-|-o!2}'2, hence a1x1 + a2x2 = 0 if and

only if a'iyx + a'2y2 = 0 if and only if o^ = a2 = 0.) Moreover xx, x2 xt X'. Hence X' is

not a maximal closed subspace of H, a contradiction. Thus Y' is of codimension

one.

Suppose y e cl (Y'), but yxt Y'. Then T~ly—X $ X'. Thus x and A" span Fand

so Fx and T(X') span H since F maps H onto H. This shows that cl (Y') = H.

which is a contradiction since the orthogonal complement of Y' is one-dimensional.

Thus cl (Y')= Y'. But, by Lemma 2 in [3], a -* a' is continuous and, by the proof

of Lemma 6.2, a' = a. Hence p is continuous, and the proof is complete.

Lemma 6.9. Let < • > be an equivalent inner product on H and let Q be the positive

selfadjoint operator on H such that <x, y} = (x, Qy) for all x, y e H. Let T be a

p(.^-representing operator on H. Then T=i<Q,for some positive real number k.

Proof. By Corollary 4.3, Fp< > = /(¿r"(R)1<>). Let x be any nonzero element of

H, and let F = /([x]). Then FP<> = /(^(F)1<>) is a maximal closed right ideal,

and we have exA = R and (1— ex)A = Rp. By Corollary 4.4, e*<>=ex and so

ex(h) = (h, x>x/<x, x> for every he H. But with respect to the given inner product

( • ) in H, ex = Xx <g) Tx. Hence

eÁh) = <^f = &fi& = A(«, Tx)x,
v '       <x, x> <x, x> v        '

for all« g H. This means that («, Fx — pQx) = 0 for all« g H, or Tx=pQx, for some

scalar p. Therefore Tx=p(x)Qx for all nonzero xeH, where p(x) is a complex-

valued function of x. We show now that p(x) is actually a constant. In fact for any

nonzero x1; x2 in H we have

T(xx + x2) = p(xx + x2)Q(xx + x2) = p(xx + x2)Qxx + p(xx + x2)Qx2,

Txx + Tx2 = p(xx)Qxx + p(x2)Qx2,

and

T(xx + x2) = Txx + Tx2.

Therefore if xl5 x2 are linearly independent, Qxx, Qx2 are also so, and hence

p(xx) = p(x2) = p(xx + x2). In particular, p(ax0) = p(x') for all nonzero scalars a e C

and all nonzero x' e X= [x0]L. Let p(0) = p(xQ). Since every xeH can be written in

the form x=ax0 + x' with x' e X and a e C, we have

p(x)Q(x) = Tx = T(ax0) + Tx' = p(axQ)Q(ax0) + p(x')Q(x') = p(x0)Q(x).

Therefore Tx = p(x0)Qx for all xeH, i.e., T=kQ, where K = p(x0). Since Fand Q

are positive operators, « is a positive real number.

Corollary 6.10. If p is continuous then a p-representing operator is unique up to

a positive real multiplicative constant.
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Theorem 6.11. The following statements are equivalent:

(i) p is continuous.

(ii) There is an equivalent inner product <•>/«// such that p =/z<.>.

(iii) R" can be expressed as (R¡)*' for some involution *' in A (and hence there is an

equivalent norm on A which satisfies the B*-condition for *').

Proof, (i) => (ii). Suppose p is continuous. Then, by Theorem 6.4, <x, y>

= (x, Ty) defines an equivalent inner product in Hand so, by Corollary 4.3,/z<.> isa

complementor on A. We shall prove that Rp<•> = Rp. So let M be a maximal closed

right ideal of A and let e be the/z-projection contained in M". By Corollary 6.5, e is

selfadjoint with respect to <•>. But if/ is the /z^^projection in Mp, then, by

Corollary 4.4,/is also selfadjoint with respect to <•>. Hence, since !P(MP) is one-

dimensional, we have e—f. Thus for maximal closed right ideals M, Mp = M"<->.

Now let R be any closed right ideal of A. Then R is equal to the intersection of all

maximal closed right ideals M of A containing R. Let Ji be the set of M such that

Re: M. Then, by (C4) and Lemma 2.1, we obtain

Rp = cl / 2  M") = cl ( 2   M'(A = RP<>-
\MeJf I \MeJ? I

(ii) => (i). This is immediate from Lemma 6.9 and Theorem 6.4.

(ii) => (iii). This follows at once by letting *' = *<.>.

(iii) => (ii). We show first that a*'a = 0 implies a = 0. Let Ra be the closed right

ideal of A generated by a. lfa*'a=0, then a*' e (Ra)¡ and hence a e (Ra)p n Ra = (0).

Now if e is any/z-projection then, by the proof of Corollary 4.4, e*' = e and therefore

(Ae)*' = eA. Since A=LC(H), e is of the form e=u ®v,u,veH, and so Ae=

{« (g v : he H} and eA={u (g « : « e //}. Hence (h (g z>)*' = « (g «' for some

«' e H. Let g be the mapping on H such that Qh=h'. It is easy to verify that Q is

linear one-to-one and onto; also

(x, Qy)e = (u (g Qy)(x ® v) = (y ® v)*'(x 0t)= [(x (g v)*'(y ® »)]*'

= [(« ® ßx)(y ® z;)]*' = (y, ßx)e = (ßx, y)e,

so that ß is hermitian. It follows now that Q as well as its inverse Q'1 are bounded.

Moreover, if (Qx, x) = 0 then (x (g z;)*'(x 0 v) = 0 and hence x (g tz = 0 by the

first part. Thus (Qx, x) = 0 implies x = 0. Since Qu = v and (w, F^e = e2 = e we see that

(Qu, u)>0 and it is now straightforward to verify that Q is positive definite

(cf. part (iii) of the proof of Lemma 6.1). Thus <x, y> = (x, Qy) is an equivalent

inner product in H.

For every a e A, we have

{ax, y}e = (u <g ßy)(flx (g iz) = (u <g> gyM* (g i;) = ( y <g zz)*'a(x ® ü)

= fl*'( v <g f)*'(x ® iz) = (a*'^ ® v)*'(x ® f) = <x, a*'j>e

so that a -> a*' is the involution given by < • >. Hence if ||    ||' denotes the operator
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bound on A with respect to the norm on H defined by < >, then || ||', which is

equivalent to the given norm on A, satisfies the F*-condition for *'. Also Rp

= (Rl)*' = R".

Corollary 6.12. Let p be continuous and let Tbe any p-representing operator on

H. Then the hermitian bilinear form <x, y~) = (x, Ty), x,y e H, defines an equivalent

inner product in H and p=p(.>. In particular ,C?(RP) = óf(R)l<•> for every closed

right ideal R of A and the induced complementor S -> S' = -9'(J(S)v) on the closed

subspaces S of H satisfies S' = S1<>.

Proof. By the proof of (i) => (ii) of Theorem 6.11, /?=/?<.> and hence, by Corol-

lary 4.3, FP = (F,)*<>. Therefore ^(R)1<> = S^(Rp), and the Remark following

Lemma 4.1 completes the proof.

Corollary 6.13. If H is infinite dimensional then every complementor p on

LC(H) defines an equivalent inner product <•>/«// such that /?=/?<.> and £f(RY<•>

= Src(R").

Proof. This follows from the continuity of /? when H is infinite dimensional.

Corollary 6.14. If*' is an involution on Afar which R^-(R¡)*' is a comple-

mentor on A, then there exists a bicontinuous positive linear operator Q mapping H

onto itself such that with respect to the inner product <x, y} = (x, Qy) in H we have

(ax, j> = <x, a*'y) for all x,y e H; in particular a*' = Q~1a*Q.

Proof. The proof of (iii) => (ii) of Theorem 6.11 gives the existence of Q and

establishes the relation : <ax, y) = <x, a*'y} for all x,y e H. We have

<x,a*>> = (ax, Qy) = (x,a*Qy) = (Qx, Q~la*Qy) = <x, Q-^Qy}.

From Corollaries 6.12 and 6.14 we see that if/? is continuous and T is any

^-representing operator on H, then a*<>=T~1a*T, for every aeLC(H), where

<•) is the inner product in //given by <x,y} = (x, Ty).

Theorem 6.15. Let H be a Hilbert space of dimension at least three and let S -> S'

be a complementor on the closed subspaces S of H. Then, in order that there exist an

equivalent inner product <•> in H with respect to which S and S' are orthogonal

complements of each other, it is necessary and sufficient that S —> S' be induced by a

continuous complementor p on LC(H).

Proof. The sufficiency of the condition follows at once from Corollary 6.12. To

prove the necessity of the condition, suppose that <•> is an equivalent inner

product in H with respect to which S' = S1< •> for every closed subspace S of H.

For every closed right ideal F of A, let Rp = /(^(F)1<->). Then, by Corollary 4.3,

F-*- Rv is a right complementor on A such that FP = (F,)*<>. Hence, by Theorem

6.11, p is continuous. Moreover, if S is a closed subspace of H, then S=£f(R) and
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S' = S1<> = ¿P((R,)*<•>) for some closed right ideal R of A. This completes the

proof.

Let H be finite dimensional and of dimension at least three. Then Theorem 6.15

enables us to construct a complementor on A which is not continuous. In fact, the

example in [3, p. 732] shows that there exists a complementor 5 -> S' on the closed

subspaces S of H for which there does not exist an inner product in H with respect

to which S and S" are orthogonal complements of each other. Let p : R-+ Rp

— /(<y(R)') be the complementor on A induced by S -> S'. Since S -> S' is

induced by p, it follows from Theorem 6.15 that/z is not continuous and therefore

is not of the form /z0. This evidently cannot happen if H is infinite dimensional

by Theorem 6.8.

7. Complementors on a general /?*-algebra. Throughout this section A is a

general ß*-algebra with a complementor p. By Theorem 3.6, A is dual and therefore

is isometrically *-isomorphic to (2 Do, where {/A : A e A} is the family of all

minimal closed two-sided ideals of A. Thus every element x of A may be regarded to

be of the form x = (xA) with xA e 4 for each A e A. As before we denote by pK the

complementor on IK induced by p; RP^ = RPK n /A for every closed right ideal Rh of

/a, which is also a closed right ideal of A. Let LC(Hh) be the algebra of compact

operators on the Hubert space //A which is isometrically *-isomorphic to /A for

each A e A. For any subset 5 of A we will denote by St!i(ST^) the left (right) anni-

hilator of S in /A; S,A = {xe/A : xy=0 for every veS],

Lemma 7.1. If we identify A with (2 Do, then for every closed right ideal R of A

the following statements are true:

(i) R = (l R n /a)o and Rp=(2 [(R n Dp n /A])0.

(ii) (/?,)* n/A = ((/?n/A),J*.

(iii)(Fi)* = (2((Fn/A),A)*)0.

Proof. All three statements of the lemma are obviously true for R = (0). Suppose

that/î#(0).

(i) Since A is dual, R contains a minimal idempotent and hence R n /A#(0) for

at least one A e A. In fact it is easy to see that Ä' = L^nA is dense in R. Now

identifying A with (2 /a)o, R' can be identified with a dense subset of C£ R r\ /A)0

and, since (2 R n /A)0 is closed, we obtain (2 R c\ /A)0 = cl (R') = R.

Since F n /ACjR, by property (C4), (R n h)"=>Rp and therefore

(1)   cl ß [(R n L)p n /A]j = (£ [(* n /A)" n /A])0 = (2 Äp n /A)0 = /?".

Now, by Lemma 2.1,

(R n /A)" n /A = [cl ((R n /a) + /ap)]p

and, by Lemma 1 in [6], Il = (I¿)l^'Iu for /^A. Hence, identifying ̂  with (2F0o>
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F  with  QiRrxDo  and  Ip  with  {a = (au) : au = 0  for  /¿ = A},  we  obtain   F

<=cl ((F n Q+If), or equivalently, Rp=>(Rn Qp n /A for every A g A. Thus

Fp = cl ß (* n A)" n h\

and so from (1) we obtain Fp = (2 (F n /A)p n /A)0.

(ii) We have F, n Ih<=(R n /A),A for each A g A. Now suppose a g (F 'n /A)¡A.

Since /A/w = (0), for A#/x, and F = (2Fn/A)0, we see that seü, and hence

aeR,C\ /A. Thus (F n L)lx^Rl n /A and therefore (F n /A)¡A = F, n /A. But for

every left (right) ideal / of A we have /* n /A = (/ n /A)*. Hence

(F,)* n /A = (F, n /A)* = ((F n /A),A)*   for each A g A.

(iii) This follows immediately from (i) and (ii).

Corollary 7.2. Let *' be any involution on A such that a*'a=0 implies a=0.

Then for every closed right ideal R of A we have :

(ii)' (Fi)*'n/A = ((Fn/A)iA)*';   '

(iii)' (F,)*' = (2((Fn/A)iA)*')0.

Proof. Let 3 be the socle of A. Since A is dual, aS=0 implies a = 0 and so,

by Corollary (4.10.4) in [4], A is an ^*-algebra with auxiliary norm || • ||' which

satisfies the F*-condition for *'. Therefore, by Theorem (4.1.15) in [4], *' is con-

tinuous with respect to both norms || • ||' and || • || and consequently *' takes closed

sets onto closed sets (sets closed with respect to the topology of the given norm).

Moreover, by Lemma (4.10.13) in [4], I* =h for every A g A. We can now apply

the proofs of (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 7.1 to complete the proof.

Lemma 7.3. If there exists an involution *' on Afar which RP = (R¡)*' for every

closed right ideal R of A, then there exists an equivalent norm || • ||' on A which

satisfies the B*-condition for *'.

Proof. Since FP = (F,)*', we have a*'a=0 implies a=0 (see proof of (iii) => (ii)

of Theorem 6.11). Since a® = 0 implies a = 0, where © is the socle of A, by the proof

of Corollary 7.2, A is an ^*-algebra under the involution *'. Let ||-||' be the

auxiliary norm on A. By Corollary (4.1.16) in [4] there exists a constant ß such that

||ii||'g/3||c| for all a e A. But, by Corollary (4.8.4) in [4],

||a||2 Ú ||a*111a||'

for all a e A, hence

(l/ß)\\a\\ Ú H|' â ß\\a\\       (aeA).

Thus the two norms are equivalent and so A is a F*-algebra under the involution *'

and the norm || • |'.
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Theorem 7.4. If A has no minimal left ideals of dimension less than three, then the

following statements are equivalent:

(i) The p-derived mapping P is uniformly continuous.

(ii) There exists an involution *' on A for which R" = (R)*' for every closed right

ideal R of A (and hence there exists an equivalent norm || • ||' on A which satisfies the

B*-condition for *').

Remark. The assumption in the statement of Theorem 7.4 that A does not

contain any minimal left ideals of dimension less than three is obviously equivalent

to the assumption that each //A is of dimension at least three. To prove the equiva-

lence of (i) and (ii) of Theorem 7.4 we will have to identify each /A with LC(HK) and

then apply Theorem 6.11 (or Corollary 6.12); and in order to do so we must make

this dimensionality condition on the minimal left ideals of A.

Proof, (i) => (ii). Suppose that P is uniformly continuous. Then in particular p

is continuous and therefore, by Theorem 3.9, each pk is continuous. Hence, by

Theorem 6.4, every /zA-representing operator is positive linear with continuous

inverse. Let {FA : A £ A} be a family of/zA-representing operators such that || FA~11| = 1

for all A e A. (Such a choice of Th is always possible since a real positive scalar

multiple of a /ZA-representing operator is also a /zA-representing operator.) We

observe that ||Fa~1/2|| = 1 and ||rA|| ̂  1 for all A e A. We claim that the norms ||rA|

are bounded above. For suppose that this is not so. Then we can choose a sequence

{FaJ of the Fa such that \\T^2\\>n. For convenience write Tn = TK, Hn = Hhji

(«=1,2,...). Then, since IJF^1^!, there exists xneHn, ||x„|| = l, such that

||F„xn||á2 (and hence ||F¿'2xn|| ^2). Also, since ||F¿,2||>«, there exists zneHn

orthogonal to xn such that |zB|| = l and ||Tll2zn|| =«■„>«. Let yn = k~ 1zn+xn and

eVn the corresponding /zAn-projection in LC(Hn).

(1) l(x„,Fnzn)| = |(Fnxn,zn)| S2,

(2) ||y„|| = (l + 1/xî)112 ^ 1,

and

(3) |(z», Fnyn)| è K~\zn, Tnzv)-\(zn, Tnxn)\ ^ n-2.

From (1) we get

(4) (yn,Tnyn)Sl+4/Kn + 4S9.

From (2), (3) and (4) it follows that

(5) Ik   II > Ik  z II = \^T^\ U^ll > Izl.
{) " """ = " v* n" (yn, Tnyn)      =    9

Since ||F"1'21| = 1 and (xn,Tnxn)Zl,

lkx.ll = i|xn (g Fnxn||/(x„, Tnxn) S \\Tnxn\\ ||x„|| S 2.

Thus

C6) Ile   —e   \\ > We   II —2
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Now, for every h e H, we have

and therefore, by (2) and Schwarz's inequality, we obtain

-„" , "   yn\\f     -f     II    <   i±ili+      _i±_
II/«.     /.„II   =      ̂    +\\,+1/k2

3
< —

Hence \\fyn-fx„\\ -> 0 as « -> co. But eyn = P(fVn) and eXn = P(fxJ and, from (6),

!!^(/j/n) —''(/vjll->0° as n^co, contradicting the uniform continuity of F.

Therefore there must exist a constant K such that |FA|| SK for all A g A.

For each A g A, let <>A be the inner product in FA given by <x, >>>A = (x, Txy),

x, y g //A. Let *A be the adjoint operation in /A with respect to <->A. Then, by

Corollary 6.12,/?A=/><.>A and

(7) ^ = ((FA),A)*^       (A g A).

Identifying A with (2 F)o and using the fact that ||FA|| SKfor all A g A, we see that

a->a*' = (aAKÁ) is an involution on A and that a*'a = 0 implies a = 0. Hence, by

Corollary 7.2,

(8) (F)*' = (2 ((* n W)o

for every closed right ideal F of A. But, by Lemma 7.1 (i),

Fp = (2 [(F n /A)p n /A])0

and so, if we let RK = R n /A then, from (7) and (8) and the fact that for any subset

SÄ of/A, S*'=*S*'\ we obtain

*p = Œ w)o = Œ «W)0 = Œ «* n 7^)*')o - w)*'-

The existence of the norm || • ||' is given by Lemma 7.3; in fact ||a||' = supA ||aA||A,

where || ■ ||A denotes the operator bound in /A with respect to <->A.

(ii) => (i). Suppose that (ii) holds. Then, by Lemma 7.3, there exists an equivalent

norm || • ¡' on A which satisfies the ß*-condition for *'. Hence, by Lemma 7.1 (or

Corollary 7.2), we have

W = ((**).)*' n /, m ((R n /A)iA)*' = ((FA)lA)*'

for every closed right ideal FA of /A. Thus, by Theorem 6.11, /?A is continuous and

therefore, by Theorem 3.9, p is continuous which means that F is continuous. It

remains to show that F is uniformly continuous.

Now *' is an involution on /A for which FA -> ((FA),A)*' is a complementor on /A.

Therefore, by Corollary 6.14, there exists a positive hermitian linear operator ßA

of //A onto itself such that *' is the adjoint operation with respect to the equivalent
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inner product <->A in //A given by <x, y>A = (x, Qxy), for all x, ye Hx. Also, since

RpP = ((R))il)*', by Corollary 4.3, we have that/zA=/?<H and hence, by Lemma 6.9,

that Ôa is a /zA-representing operator. We have

a*' = a^-ZA

and

(9) af = Öa-^Öa       (aA£/A,AeA).

(See remark following Corollary 6.14.)

Let | • ||a be the operator bound on /A with respect to <->a. Since || ■ ||' and || ■ ||A

satisfy the Z?*-condition for *' in /A and since both are equivalent to the given norm,

we have that || • |' = || • ||A on each /A. Therefore, if we identify A with (2 Do, we

obtain

a*' = (a* <>a)   for every a e A.

Since for every positive scalar a, aQx is a /zA-representing operator and since the

operator bound || • ||A remains the same with respect to the inner product (x, aQKy),

x,ye Hx, it follows that we may assume that || Qx\ = 1 for all A e A. We claim that

|| (2a"1 || are also bounded above. For suppose on the contrary that ||ßA 1\\ are not

bounded above. Then we can find a sequence {ÖaJ of the Qx such that || ß^,11| -*■ <x>

as « -> oo. Write Qn= Qhn and Hn = HK («= 1, 2,...). Then, for each «, there is an

x„ in Hn, ||xn|| = 1, such that

(Qnxn,xn) < 1/«       (« = 1,2,...).

Since I!onll = L there is a y„ e Hn, ||y„|| = l, such that

\\Qnyn\\> l-l/n       («=1,2,...).

Let an be the element of A defined by an = xn (g Qnyn (« = 1,2,...). Then, by (9),

at=yn <g Qnxn(n=l, 2,...). Hence \\a*'\\ -^Oasn->co and therefore ¡aî'l'-^O

as « ^ oo. But ||an| = \\a*\\ -> 1 as « ->- oo, contradicting the equivalence of the

norms || • || and | • ||'. Thus there exists a constant K such that ||gA 1\\ SK for all

A e A. Let //=0A //A, the direct sum of //A, and let Q = (Q\) be the operator on H

defined by Qx = (Qxx>) for every x = (xA)e H. Then Q is a continuous positive

linear operator mapping H onto H with continuous inverse.

Now, since every e e ê is of the form xA <g xA for xA e HÁ with ||xA|| = 1, we have

Identifying //A as a subspace of H, we may write F(xA (g xA)=(xA (g ßxA)/(xA, öxA)

and therefore, by the proof of Corollary 6.6, we may conclude that F is uniformly

continuous.
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Corollary 7.5. If the p-derived mapping P is uniformly continuous, then it

defines a homeomorphism between S and Sp.

Proof. This follows immediately from the proofs of Corollary 6.7 and Theorem

7.4.
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